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AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN MODELS OF
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Which one is more suitable for the Turkish case?*
Armagan Emre <;AKIR**
Abstract
Corollary to the fact that Human Resources Management first flourished in the
American management literature, initial HRM models bore the affects of the
managerial milieu in the USA. With the spread of the HRM concept, however, to
other developed countries, alternative models started to thrive some of which had the
claim of universality. A group of models fashioned for Europe was the most
promising alternative to the American models. This article outlines the American and
European models of HRM, questions the pertinence of each for the Turkish case, and
suggests some alterations if they are to be applied to the HRM practices in Turkey.

Introduction

At its inception, Human Resources Management (HRM) was thought to
have absolute universal applicability with a static model. Probably the hype
at the beginning prevented the students of HRM from realising its relativity.
Preliminary attempts to transplant/export the HRM mechanisms as a whole
to other countries or regions proved problematic, and the American models
needed to be revised before being put into practice in other places. The
standpoint of relativity of HRM models gained prominence an extreme
instance of which is represented by Pieper! who advocated the idea of
unfeasibility of conceiving a universal HRM model in general or a European
model in particular. Yet, for the aims of this article, we will not go that far,
and depart from the premise of possibility of discerning a common European
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pattern. Let us examine the American and European models in tum, and then
discuss the suitability of each for the HRM practices in Turkey.

1.

American Models of HRM

In the literature, exhibits or classifications of models of the American
HRM are mostly either a mixture of American and British models2 or not
exhaustive3. A more suitable classification is supplied by Sparrow and
Hiltrop4. They categorise the models under three titles: Michigan, New York
and Harvard models. The Michigan and New York models together are called
'matching models of HRM'.

1.1 Matching Models
1.1.1 Michigan Model
This model, as one of the first in the literature, belongs to Tichy,
Fombrun and Devannas. In the concept of 'Human Resources Management',
the authors emphasise the term 'resource'. Like other resources of the firm,
they assert, people have to be managed in such a way that they are "obtained
cheaply, used sparingly and developed and exploited as fully as possible6".
Management of human resources (HR) should be in accordance with broad
organisational requirements like quality or efficiency. There has to be a fit
between HR and business strategies (though not manifest in the model). They
define five areas of HRM which have to be both coherent and consistent
among themselves and also linked to the business strategy:
R\,.'\\anls

~',,
',,

Fi).,•urc 1: The Michigan Matching Model of HRM
So urn·: Sparrow. 1'. and lliltrop . .1-\1 (I <J<J.J ). l·.'umj>e\111 I !umun 1/nources .\ !unugc men/. Cambridg~:
l'r~nticc !Jail. p.X

1.1.2 New York Model
I

The New York model was presented to the literature by Schuler and
Jackson? . In the centre of the model are the three generic competitive
strategies devised by Porters. Porter claims that to achieve competitive
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advantage, a firm should follow either 'quality enhancement', or 'innovation'
or 'cost leadership' strategy. Each option requires different behaviours of the
firm in different areas of HRM namely, 'planning, 'staffing', 'appraising',
'compensating' and 'training and development'. These five areas have
different dichotomous choices under them (called 'HRM practice menus'). In
accordance with its preference from the three generic competitive strategies,
the firm should pick up one from each dichotomous choice:
Table 1: HRM Practice Menus
Planning ( 'hnic~s
lnl<mna 1---------- Formal
Shot1 T~nn----------1 .ong T-:nn
F.\pli.:it Job. \nalysis----------lmplicit .loh .\nalysis
.loh Simplilication----------Joh Enrichm.:nt
I"'" Emplowc lnn1h·~m-:nt----------lligh Emplow~ lnn1h·.:m.:nt
Stalling C'hoicrs
lnt~mal Sour.:~s ----------Fxtemal Sour~-:s
:-\arrow Paths ----------Broad Paths
Singk I .adder ----------~lultipk I ,;tdders
F:-.:pli~it Crit.:ria----------hnpli.:it Crit.:ria
I .imited Socialisation---·------E:-.:t.:nsiY-: Socialisation
Clos~d Proc~dur~s----------()p-:n Pro.:cdurcs
. \ ppt·aising ("hokes
lkhaYioural Criteria ----------R.:sults Criteria
l'urpos.:s: D-:Ydopment. Remedial. ~laintcnane~
I ,o\1 1-:mplo\\:-: PartiL·ipation----------lligh EmploYee Participation
Shot1-T-:nn Crikria----------1 ,ong-T~m1 Crit~ria
lndi,·idual Critcria----------(iroup Criteria
( 'nmp<·nsating <"hokrs
I ,o\\ !las-: Salari~s----------lligh B;ts-: Salari-:s
lnkmal Equity----------1-::-.:tcmal E<1uit\'
Few Perks ----------~!any Perks
Standard. Fi:-.:cd l'a.:kagc ----------Fkxible Package
Lo\1 l'arti.:ipation ----------lligh Pat1icipation
~o ln~~ntiv..:s----------1 ligh Inc~ntiY~s
Short-Tcnn ln.:cntil·cs----------1 ,ong-Tcnn ln.:entiws
:-\o Employment S-:.:urity----------lligh EmploYment Se.:urity
lli~rardli.:al ----------lligh Participation
Tmining and Dl•nlnpnwnt
Short Term ----------1 .ong T-:nn
'\arrow .-\ppli.:ation----------llroad .-\ppli.:ation
Produ.:til·it\' 1-:mphasis----------<)uality of\\'orl.. I .it;, Emphasis
Spontan-:ous. l 'nplanncd----------Planncd. Systematic
lndi1·idual ( lri-:ntation----------( imup <lrientation
I .o\1 l'artiL·ip;ttion----------lligh Participation
So urn·: S.:hukr. R. S. 1111d .lad.son. S. F. (I '>X7) "I .inking compctiti1·-: strakgi~s \1 ith human r-:smtr.:c
manag~mcnt pra.:ti.:cs" in .\mlkmy nf :llanag<'llll'nl l·~xl·<·utiw. \"o\.1 '\o.1. 207-21 '>. p.212.

Each strategy has its role behaviours expected from the employees:
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Table 2: Employee Role Behaviours for Competitive Strategies
I lighl~ rqk·titi\·~. pr~dictahl~ bcha,·iour --llighJ~· crcatiY~. inno\·ati\\~ bd11n·iour
\·~ry short-term J(>eus--\"er~·long-kml b~haviour
llighlv co-nperati\·e. inkrdq>~ndent behaviour--! lighly indep"ndcnl. autonomous bdutYiour
\'crv low conccm i(>r qualitv-- \"crv high concem f(>r quality
\'er,·ioll conccmlor quantity--Yen high cm~<:cmlor quantitY
\'crY lo11 rish.taking--\·crY high rish. taking
\"cry high L'Olh..'L'I11 lOr proc~ss-- \·~ry high conc~n1 t()r results
lligh prel~rcncc to a\'t>id rcsponsibilit~--lligh prd~rcnce to assume responsibilitY
\'crY inlk\ibk to dwnge--\"cn lk\ibk to change
10. \"en comll>rtabk 11 ith stabilit\·-- \'cn·tokrant ol' ambiguity and unprediL'lability
11. :\:IIT<l\\ skill application--Broad skill applic;ltion
12. l.o\1 job (lim1) imoh·cmcnt--lligh job linn in\'0]\'Cmcnt
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

SourTt•: Schuler and Jackson. S. F. (I 9X7). p.209.

1.2 Harvard Model
Harvard model was developed by Beer et. af9 at Harvard Business School.
Their model -or 'the map of the HRM territory' as they prefer to call it- has
five components: 'stakeholder interests', 'situational factors', 'HRM policy
choices' 'HRM outcomes', and 'long-term consequences':
Stalil'ltoldt•r
int<•n·sts
Shareholders
~ lanagcmcnt
l·:mplo:--·c . .· groups

~- --------------------------------------,
I
I

I

(i()\\!rtllllCtlt

I

Cnnlmunil\

L__l_·n_i,_l!_"-~~------~~
Situational
1\tl'!ors
\\'or h. i(>rc·c

IIR\1 polk~
dwk<·s
l·:mplo\'ec
inllucncc
HI~ Jlo11
Rcmml systems
\\' ork S\ stems

IIR Ollf<'tlllll'S
Commitment
Competence
Congruence
Cost
d](-dj\-\!ll~SS

I .ong-tt.·nn
l"OilSC(jU(.'Jll't.'S

lndi\'idual \\ellbeing
()rganisational
c:ll~._:{j\ Cllt.!SS

Societal llcllb~ing

charadcristi\..'S
Businc~ . . strak'g}·

and ._·<mditions
\ [anagcmcnt
philosophy
l.abour market
l 'nitl11S
Task tcclmolog\
I ,;1\1 sand soc·ictal

I
I
I

~--------------------------------------~

Yalucs

Figure 2: The M;tp of the HRM TC'~ritory
SomTe: !leer.\!.. Spcctnr. ll.. l.awrcncc. 1'. R.. <)uinn \!ills. D. and \\'alton. R. L. (ln.t) . .\/anug111g
I f11111un .·Isseis. '\ e\1 York: Free l'rc•ss. p. 1(o.
1
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The interesting feature about the model is that although it accepts that the
management has the upperhand, it also postulates that the voice of other
stakeholders like shareholders or employee groups have a say -or at least an
influence- in the formation of HR policies. With this feature, the model
leaves way for 'co-determination', and as such constituted a point of
departure for some European models 10 .
1.3 Common Points of the American Models
An overview of American HRM with main common characteristics
underlined is given by Clay don 11 together with references to the
representative authors of each characteristic:
An emphasis on the importance of strategy in the management of
organisations and the desirability of linking strategies for the
management of organisational resourcesi2,
• An insistence that basic conflicts of interest are not an inevitable
feature of employment relationship, and that effective management
can 'integrate the goals of employees with those of the firm 13' . In this,
HRM has not incorporated the explicitly pluralist focus on
management's role in 'balancing and rebalancing the multiple interests
served by the company14' which has a feature of some of the writing of
the Harvard school,
•

A focus on developing individual workers' commitment to the
organisation, i.e. loyalty and willingness to remain with the
organisation, and strong motivation to deliver high levels of
performance IS,

• The importanc~ of developing a strong organisational culture which is
supportive of HRM policies aimed at developing employee
commitment. The values of the founders of companies have been seen
as one of the most important factors in; developing such culturesl6,

I

Sparrow and Hilltrop provide another design to shed a light to the two
main groups apparent in the American HRM literature:

IJ
I

J

l
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I Iuman rdations
literature
DcYclopmental
htiiHaniqie
traditiun

Strakgic likrattll\.:
I<~soun..·~ manag~m,:nt
Situational Contingcn~.·y
traditi<lll

I IR "trakgy as:

1I R strakgy as:

Cl,il~t\~n~:c

S~..·ri.:s

. \lignment and makhing (lit) tu
coq)orak ~trat.:g:
Central to impk·m.:nt:titlm

(J.:stalt ,,Jwk. not singk k\cr-.;

ol' pol i~.·: dh ,j~,..\:s

\lultipk staheholders
L\·aluation through
~.·ommitmcnt.

Fomhrun

t:l

u/._

L'~'ngn~~.:·th.:L'

'-'lHnpctctlCL'.

and co:-.1

ctl~·L'liYL'tlCSS
(fcncralmanag~r p~rsp~cti\·~

I Juman rcsourc,:s as:
•

Strakgic r.:soun. :.:s
Sour~.\:

n!' ~..:umpditi\\?
ad,·antag!...'
J>ort.:r

l3ascd l)Jl managcm~nt
philosophY. not situational
contingcnci~s

!leer e/ ui.
\\'alton ami Lm ren.:e

\lac·'dillan and SdHtkr

Fil-,'llrc 3: A Schism in American Thinking about
SoUIT<·:

Amcric~m

HRM

Sparnl\1 and llilllrop. (1'!94). p.7.

2. European Models of HRM
Bournois and Brewster put forward three arguments to justify
international comparisons of concepts and practices of HRM from a
European perspective: i) due to the inevitable effects of intemationalisation
and globalisation trends, managers are no longer only exposed to technical
and economic changes but also to cultural differencesl7; ii) in the last decade
some practices like Japanese management or strategic management have
become fashionable. A comparative approach may exhibit the applicability
and relevance of these practices in other national contexts; iii) international
comparisons often draw on three main units: USA, Japan and Europe.
One of the prominent authors of the field of comparative industrial
relations, Bean holds the view that whereas HRM is accompanied by a
marginalisation of the unions, or the creation of union free enterprises, in
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European countries it has operated in the presence of the unions sometimes
involving them in the operation. Another difference between the US and
Europe, according to Bean, is that managements in Europe have less
autonomy -because of, for example legal constraints on employment contract
and establishment of pay levels. He says that "the evidence suggests that the
US-based concept may not fit comfortably with the reality of human resource
management in Europe ... .18"
Such general remarks about singular European countries may be valid.
However, the idea that Europe is a homogenous entity is questionablel9.
Holden underlines the pitfalls in establishing a single model that would
explain the HRM matters at the European scale:
In the European Community .... there are significant differences in human
resource practices. For example, in many Italian organisations
recruitment is often based on the contacts of family and friends, whilst
although such practices do exist in Northern Europe, they are generally
frowned on as a form of nepotism.
In France the use of graphology is widely used in the selection process but
hardly used in Scandinavia or the UK where there is more scepticism
about its effectiveness. In Germany and Sweden there are large numbers
of directors and senior executives who have engineering qualifications
whereas in the UK they are more likely to have accountancy backgrounds.
In addition labour market policies differ widely across Europe and there
can be significant variance in policies and practices between countries
which appear similar in their socio-economic and political structures ,for
example between Denmark and Sweden20.

A similar quote belongs to Boumois and Chauchat:
We now have a better idea of what is meant by the European dimension,
but there is still a great deal of controversy as to what makes a manager.
What are the similarities between the concepts of 'cadre', 'manager',
Jiihrungskraft', 'quadro', 'Kader', 'dirigenti', 'quadri' .. .21?

This cynical view about devising a European model of HRM has gone so
far that among others Pieper established his work on the idea of
impossibility of rendering this task at international scale in general and at
European scale in particular; according to him, "first of all, Human Resources
Management seems to be more a theoretical construct than an applied

--
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reality22". Because, what companies generally practise is personnel
management instead of HRM; they ignore cultural or general environmental
differences in pursuing their international HR policies. Secondly, practical·
and theoretical concepts in the various nations vary widely. Thirdly, culture
has been exaggerated in its influence on HRM practices.
·
Nevertheless, there are some others who maintain a contrary view.
Shenton23 claims that it is possible to delineate a 'European' management in
general on the following two tracks: first, the definition and description of
features that distinguish management in Europe as opposed to management
elsewhere (for example, the US), and secondly, the sum or synthesis of the
mosaic of national styles (for example, French management or German
management) in which different national styles are examined critically.
Keeping the above points in mind, we may now analyse the models of
comparative HRM at European scale:
2.1 Harvard Model Revisited

Beer et al. in devising their model already acknowledged the importance
of the comparative approach like Bournois and Brewster mentioned above:
... (V)ariations in Human Resources Management policies and practices
across countries offer useful alternatives for US managers to learn from.
This comparative perspective allows managers to examine and question
the ideology and assumptions that underlie their own Human Resources
Management practices. Looking at what managers in other countries do
can also suggest alternative models for integrating people and
organisations24.

Six years after the publishing of their book, Poole took up the model to
derive an international model from it by making a combination with his own
work on comparative industrial relations25 . For him, the Harvard model is
pluralist in nature in the sense that it accepts differing approaches and
attitudes towards the employment relationship, but "some of its features
reflect its North American origin" and three substantial alterations are
necessary on it26:
•

The global development of business,
The power of different stakeholders,
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The more specific links between corporate and HR strategies.

Though his focus is on examining industrial democracy, he underlines the
notion of strategic choice in international HRM. As such, Poole's model takes
the following form:
Strudural
constraints

~ Stratc:gic

-J

-1

th~ prin~ipal

Organisational strw.:tun:s

parti~s (th~

i.\tld pn>t:I.!SS~S

atth~

Th~ pow~r

<~~onomi~

dt:cisions on
institutional

and

an·ang~nll.!lllS

stat~

l~<:hni~al

t<>r industrial

kgislatur~:

~onditions)

di.!!llOCfaL'~·

"ork~rs

or

and

th~

r*. Out..:om~s

I

kwl or
linn

and

th~ir

associatiot1s:
tnat1ag~m.:nt.

Subj~di\·~

~mploy~rs

~onstraints

and th~ir
associations)

(cultural Yalu~s
and ideological
pr~dispos it ions)

The kgalli·ame\\ork
ami th~ poli~y

Fi:.,'llrc .t:

-~1--------lT
J

Poole's Model for the ComparatiYe Analysis of Industrial Democracy

Soul'<'{': Poole. ;..1. (I 1)90) "Editorial: I hunan Resom" :-.Ianagem~nt in an int..:rnational p~rsp~eti,·e" in
International Journal of'! !lunun Resource.\ funagemenl. I (I). June. 1-15. p. 6.

The main areas of the strategic choice are employee influence, HR flow,
reward systems, and work systems. Let us examine these areas shortly:
Employee influence: Empowerment of the workforce takes different forms
in different national and organisational cultures (quality circles, job
enrichment, union representation, works councils, co-determination,
producer co-operatives, self-management etc.). However not all of these
forms fit HRM frameworks, but "most are (a) relevant, and (b) are the
subject of vibrant comparative research"27.
HR flow: It has three components: 'inflow' (recruitment, assessment and
selection, orientation and socialisation), 'internal flow' (evaluation of
performance and potential, internal placement, promotion and demotion,
education and training) and 'outflow' (termination outplacement and
retirement). These are related with the ,government legislation, educational
institutions, unions, societal values and public policy of each national and
regional context.
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Reward systems: Traditional methods like pay, as well as intrinsic rewards

such as employee satisfaction and motivation to work ...
W ark systems: Behind this, is the presupposition that gaining high

commitment from employees takes an important part in the agenda of all the
organisations, and the various ways of achieving this reflect work-related
value systems. These systems in turn need to be recognised and integrated.
Besides these four areas he adds to the Harvard model, Poole also lays
emphasis on the concepts of 'globalisation', 'power' and 'strategy' in the
evolution of international HRM. Multinational companies, and the relations
with such bodies like the EC are new themes too. These factors together with
new technologies, the economies of large markets, and market competition
are the factors to be taken into consideration in the creation of HRM
strategies.
2.2 The Brewster-Bournois, Brewster-Hegewisch, and
Brewster Models

I;

The amendments Poole made on the Harvard model are not enough for
Brewster and Bournois28 ; by referring to Guest's phrase from 199029 they
state that this conception of HRM is a reflection of the 'American Dream'.
What Brewster and Bournois develop is an international model -or what they
unassumingly call 'perspective'- based on the Price Waterhouse Cranfield
Survey. Since that survey was based on European data, it is their claim that,
their international model is from a European viewpoint, and as such tentative.
To support their arguments they quote, among others, Thurley and Wirdenius
who argued that a unique European management approach is
emerging and cannot be said to exist except in limited circumstances;
broadly linked to the idea of European integration, which is
continuously expanding further into different countries (i.e. the nvelve);
a reflector of key valu,es such as pluralism, tolerance, etc., but is not
consciously developed from these values;
associated with a balanced stakeholder philosophy and the concept of
Social Partners. 30

l
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:\ ational culture (including hm s. IR. labour marl-.ets etc.)

Figure 5:

The Brewster and Bournois Model for Imestigating HR strategies

So urn·: lloltkn. I .. (I')')-\) in I lkardwell and 1.. llolden (ed.s) ! lwnun Resource .\lunuge/Jle111. l.omhm:
Pitman Publishing. (,25-654. p 612

The Brewster and Boumois model was later revised and renamed in
the following form by Brewster and Hegewisch in 199431:
:\ational culture (induding la11s. IR. labour mari-.L'ls etc.)

Figure 6:

A Model for ln\'estigating HR Strategies: The European Em·ironment

Soun·<·: llrc11 sl<:r. C. ami I kgc11 isch . .-\. ( 1')').j) "II R\1 in Europe· issues and opportunities" in C.
Jlrc'll.skT a11d . \. I kge11 i.sL·h (etl.s). /'olwr unc.l f'rucuce In f·.'w·upew1 I !u!Jlun Resource .\lunuge/Jlcnt: '/he
!'nee ll"utcrhouse I 'roniield Sun'<'}". J.ondon: l~<llltledge. 1-21. p.6

What Brewster and Hegewisch highlight in this model is that first, HR
strategies are "placed firmly within, though not entirely absorbed by, the
business strategy .... ; there is an interactio~ between the two rather than one
following from the other". Secondly, "the business strategy, HR strategy and

'[·'
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HR practice are located within an external environment of national culture,
power systems, legislation, education, employee representation etc.)". For
them, "despite the clear national and regional distinctions, there is an
identifiable difference between the way in which HRM is conducted in
Europe and the situation in the USA". They underline "the influence of such
factors as culture, ownership structures, the role of the state and trade union
organisation". For example, they maintain, "the European evidence suggests
that managements can see the unions .... as social partners with a positive role
to play in Human Resources Management" .32
Later on, a third model was derived -this time only- by Brewster:
Organisation

Em·ironmcnt
lnll·mational<·ontt·xt
In ducks:
e..\;. the H'

~----------------

lnducks:
\ational ronll'xt
lnclucks:
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political kgi,Jati\ c
~COI101111l'

int~gratim1

~----------------

social
patterns or ownership.

/

,. . . "'"' t__---.----.---__.J
/

ere.

/

/
/
/

/
/
/
/

/
/

\ational IIR:\1 nmh·xt
lndudcs:
~du . .:ation

dc,·olwmcnt to line
cmplmmcnt policies (llo\\s)
inYOh\!tn~nt pol ici~s
r~\\·ard policit:s
\\ ork sysknls. etc.

training
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trades unions
industrial relations. ere.

///
/

~----------------

HR\1 prat·tkt•
Includes:
s~kction

p~rl'nnnancc appraisal
J\!\\ ants

ckwlopmcnt
induqrial rdations
communicati\m. etc.

Figure 7: European (Contc:-;tual) Model of HRM
So urn·: llrc\\skr. C. (I<)<))). "T<m ards a "European· mock I or human resource management" in .lou mal
of I ntunational Busim•ss Stud irs. 26( I). 1-2 I. p. 14.

o.>!..::5L
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2.3 The Clark and Mallory Model

Clark and Mallory have substantial criticisms about Brewster's model.
These criticisms are presented under four headings33 :
a) Cultural diversity: Drawing on the works of cultural relativist writers,
Clark and Mallory question the 'universal appropriateness of management
models and theories developed in one country' and suggest that 'the relevance
and validity of a theory is limited by national boundaries'. From among these
writers they prefer Hofstede in particular.
b) American versus European managerial autonomy: Here, the criticism
of Clark and Mallory is on the point that Brewster may have overestimated
"the level of autonomy 'enjoyed' by American managers and organisations
with respect to human resources matters34" . They argue that in some areas
like equal opportunities legislation American organisations are more
restricted than their European counterparts.
c) An American or European model?: That Brewster "takes as his central
notion of HRM the idea that human resources strategies must
integrate with, or be linked to, corporate strategies and that human resources
practices must be integrated with and support the human resources
strategy35" is questioned by Clark and Mallory. They assert that this is one
of the themes which have dominated the American HRM literature, and that
Brewster transferred this conception from the American literature to a
different cultural context.
d) Ethnocentrism: Clark and Mallory draw attention to the danger that in
determining "whether organisations in a particular nation, or set of nations,
adopt a common model of HRM, everything is compared in terms of a
common reference point (the original model) and is therefore viewed through
a particular lens which tends to filter out the diversity of understandings
which may exist in different nations"36.
Under the light of their above critic!sms, Clark and Mallory propose an
alternative model one of the most typical features of which is that it does not
specify any HRM concepts and practices, and instead amplifies cultural and
institutional elements:

'""""

···-·~-~-,
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lnkrnational institutional ~..·ontc.\t:
l·.'uropeun C'nwn !Fl.')
!ntcrnutwnull.uhour I J(fice r!/.I J). etc.
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Figure 8:

A Frame\IOrk for the Understanding of National Notions of HRM

ClarJ... T. and \Jailor\. (i. (I'!')(,) "Th~ cultural rclati1·it\ ol· human rc'S<Htrc·es m:mag~menl: Is
there a uni1wsal 1nmkl'.'" in T. Clarl.. and (i. \fallon. l:'uroJ>cun l!wnun llcsmm:e .\!onugemem.
l.ondon: lllad-.11 ell. 1-l.l. p.27.
SoiiJT(':

The Clark and Mallory model as such, as its architects state, is based on
comparisons in cultural and institutional settings; "(t)o assert that HRM
differs in country A in this or that respect from country B is incomplete
without examining how the cultural and/or institutional framework accounts
for the differences found"37 . At first sight, their model may be seen akin to
Pieper's perception explained above; he too draws attention to cultural or
general environmental differences. However, it should be stressed that Pieper
is of the idea that HRM is rather a theoretical concept, and what is practised
in reality is usually personnel management. He also thinks that the role of
culture is exaggerated.

3.

American and European Models Compared

Despite the differences among them, European models have some
common characteristics in contrast to the American ones. Sparrow and
Hiltrop summarise them with reference to Brewster and Hegewisch,
Hofstede, Guest, and Pieper:
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4. Which Model is More Suitable for the Turkish Case?
When we apply the six criteria above to the setting of HRM in Turkey we
get the following results in Table 4:
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The concept of strategy which Sparrow and Hiltrop did not include
among their six criteria is an important component in the matching models of
the American HRM. In Turkish HRM, 89% of the firms declare that they do
have an HR strategy. But, the influence of the HRM on shaping the corporate
strategy is not significant: only 28% of the HR directors are a member of
managerial board, and 35% of the firms do not even have an HR manager.42
Taking these differences between the HRM practices in Turkey on the one
hand and American and European practices on the other, it becomes clear that
none of the models exhibited above seems perfectly tailored for the Turkish
case; each necessitates some modifications. And since each model above puts
emphasis on different points, serves different aims, and uses different
variables, each needs a different modification (for instance, the New York
model makes inferences from Porter's generic strategies whereas Poole
examines the industrial democracy). For our aims here, making some minor
alterations on the Brewster-Hegewisch model in Figure 6 above looks
preferable since in this way we can embed the important peculiarities of the
Turkish case more easily.
The first substantial alteration should be on the relative freedom of the
corporate strategy from the law, state and stakeholders including the unions.
And secondly, the one-way nature of the relationship between corporate and
HR strat~gies should be manifested in the model. The model, then, takes the
following form:
1\ational cultur~ (including laws. IR. labour mark~ts etc.)

Figure 9:

The Brewster and Hege\Yiseh Model Modified for the HRM Selling in
Turkey
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Conclusion

American and European models of HRM seem to constitute two different
but intersecting spheres. The main sources of difference centre around such
criteria like managerial autonomy, consideration of social life as a
business-related item, comparative importance attributed to managers and
workers, the role of social partners in shaping the HRM area, and the level of
government intervention or support. On the basis of some of these criteria,
the HRM setting in Turkey seems akin to the one depicted by American
models, whereas in some others, it is rather similar to the setting in the
European models. It is the claim of this article that Turkish HRM requires a
model of its own that calls attention especially to the relative autonomy of
Turkish managers, and the partially weak effect of the HR strategy on
corporate strategy. This can be achieved by either modifying an existing
model, or devising a new one. This article prefers the former, and performs
some minor alterations on a European model devised by Brewster and
Hegewisch. Nevertheless, this, of course, is a rudimentary attempt, and the
challenge of putting forward a better model tailored for the Turkish HRM
remains.
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